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EMMANUEL N. MEIMARAKIS
(President of the Greek Community in Brisbane)

mild-mannered, straightforward, gentlemanly, full of patriotic 
sentiments and an inexhaustible source of charity, mr Emmanuel 
meïmarakis is from the village of Kalesia, in the province of malevesios 
in Crete. The positive features of purity, patriotism and philanthropy 
that are the ornament of the distinguished Greek of Brisbane, Emannuel 
meïmarakis, are well known to all. Among the Greeks living in all of 
Queensland he has distinguished himself for his generosity towards 
every aim – be it national, of benefit to the whole community, lofty or 
sacred. This is why the Greek Community there, in recognition of his 
moral contribution and good deeds on behalf of the whole community, 
elected him as its President.

Arriving in Australia at the age of 23, on 28th April 1903, he found 
employ in the businesses of various Greek shopkeepers. Launching 
forth, however, under the impulse of the spirit of commerce and relying 
upon nothing but his love of hard work and activity, he established a 
shop in Brisbane, on the site of which there stands today the largest 
building of the entire city. In the midst of bitterness and deprivation, 
far from his relatives, far from his loved ones, with no protector, mr 
meïmarakis succeeded in acquiring a considerable amount of property 
in Brisbane. This consists, apart from other things, of four splendid 
shops that he very ably manages. We here show a photograph of one of 
them, situated at 170 Albert Street, Brisbane. 

Such in a few words is the distinguished Greek from Crete, mr 
Emmanuel N. meïmarakis, who is surrounded by the love and 
admiration of his fellow Greeks in Brisbane. 

The KORDATOu or THEODORAKAKI Brothers

Of the Kordatou (Cordato) brothers, who come from Kythera, 
Kyriakos was the first to arrive, disembarking in Australia in 1901. He 
became the principal support of his other brothers who came after him 
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One of the Establishments of mr. Emmanuel N. meïmarakis

mr. Emmanuel N. meïmarakis
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